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ABSTRACT
We report on a series of experiments designed to compare
usability testing methods in a novel information retrieval
interface. The purpose of this ongoing work is to
investigate the problems people encounter while

performing information retrieval tasks, and to assess

evaluation methods by looking at the problem focus, the

quality of the results and the cost effectiveness of each
method. This ftrst communication compares expett
evaluation using heuristics [15] with end user testing [24].
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INTRODUCTION
From the time that user interfaces were no longer dictated

by the underlying so fhwtre, and technology became

available to design computer applications with usability in
mind, publications and methods, guidelines and
methodologies have proliferated on how to design usable
interfaces [4; 9; 11; 12; 15; 18; 19; 22; 8; 5]. Why then are
applications still so difficult to use? Some reports have
suggested that industry is reluctant to use design and
evaluation techniques from the HCI community [2]. This
is reported as being partly due to the expertise required to

use some methods, and partly because of the amount of
time and resources required to perform evaluation. A
number of established methods require considerable
expertise and effort to apply [e.g. 5; 9].
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For example, the method described in [9] demands the
generation of several augmented and general transition

network diagrams, among other representations. This is
unlikely to be a trivial task for the typical design
professional. Some more contemporary approaches, [e.g.
16] require the presence of human factors specialists or
evaluation experts. Also, industry tends to rely on field

reports to test products, and assess new product versions.

The viability of HCI in formative and summative design
activities may only be accepted if a tangible improvement
to current practice is offered. Therefore a method for

evaluating designs and assisting usability must either be an
inexpensive addition to existing practices or a means to
integrate the goals of usability with those of efficient

software development. This paper tests two approaches to

assessing usability with the theme of switl and effective
evaluation in mind. These are heuristic evaluation [15] and
end user testing following Wright and Monk’s guidelines
[24]. We assess the strengths and weaknesses of the
methods, and, by separating task specific from general
usability problems, attempt to identi~ the kind of task or

problem each optimally addresses.

The paper starts by showing how the Esprit project
INTUITIVE (Interactive User Interface Tools In a Visual

Environment) interface attempts to support the cognitive
effort involved in information retrieval tasks. Next we
provide a brief overview of a number of evaluation
techniques in current use. The next section introduces the

experimental session by describing how heuristic

evaluation and end user testing were applied to INTUITIVE.
We assess how weIl each lived up to its theoretical claims

and how we rate their comparative success. Included in
this is an attempt to identi~ those usability problems which

could be predicted theoretically, such as the system
introducing a requirement for user action not present in the

user’s task model, and to distinguish faults in the users’

perception of the task from general difilculties in operating
techniques that might be applied to any task.
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INTUITIVE AND THE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL TASK
We identifi four principal subtasks which are normally
performed in the following sequence: (i) navigating the
dataspace and choosing the entities to intemogate, (ii)
forming the query by selecting and constraining attributes
from the chosen entities, (iii) summarizing the results of the

query to enable the user to choose a subset for till viewing,

and (iv) presenting the chosen items in full. For each task
we illustrate how the INTUITIVE interface provides support

for the user.

Navigation and exploration
In some way the retriever has to match his search needs to
the contents of the database. Frequently his knowledge of
both is imprecise. The system needs to show the user what
is in the database and, if possible the connections between
database items. It also needs to enable the user to select

entities for queries simply and rapidly. In INTUITIVE, the
dataspace is represented visually by entity nodes with non-

directional links showing the relations between them. See
figure 1. Any entity or linked group of entities can be
selected for querying by point and click.

Figure 1. The INTUITIVE Navigator

Query formation
The user’s precise needs have to be translated into a
language the DBMS can understand, in a form that the user

can understand and if necessary modi~. In INTUITIVE, the
DBMS language is SQL, which is difficult for the average
information retrieval user to code with syntactic accuracy.
Therefore, the translation to SQL is done internally, the
user’s interaction being entirely graphical: selection from an

interactive list of attributes for the selected entity(s); the
selected attributes can then be constrained by pointing and
clicking, See figure 2. The developing SQL text is shown
below the graphical interaction, when the user is satisfied

the query is submitted from the Query> Browse menu
option.
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Figure 2, The INTUITIVE Query window

Previewing the retrieved information
In all but the simplest cases, the quality and quantity of
retrieved information is unpredictable, Many systems
provide a preview facility to permit user selection of a

subset of the items. INTUITIVE returns from its database
search with a list of retrieved items, spatially linked to the
query enabling the user to select and retrieve items by point
and click, See figure 3.

The top window showsthe INTUITIVE navigator, bottom letl showsthe
query window, bottom right showsthe resultswindow.
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Presentation of retrieved items
As far as the user is concerned, the items should just
appear, in comprehensible chunks, displayed in

surroundings appropriate to their medium, visibly
connected to each other and to the originating query. In

INTUITIVE, selected items for output appear in the most

appropriate application - ,doc files in Word, .avi files as

runnable videos, with the windows arranged logically.

USABILITY EVALUATION

Overview
Method developments in usability assessment include
standards and guidelines [8; 4; 19], observation and

monitoring techniques [7; 23], attitude questionnaires [10],
checklists [18], and techniques for expert evaluation [15;

16]. Some methods, notably performance monitoring,

yield statistical data which can show where most problems
occur but do not diagnose problems or recommend
solutions. Most, however, are aimed at providing designers

with more incisive diagnosis which can inform re-design.
The quality of the information yield may be critical, given
that selecting redesign solution may miss its target or cause
secondary problems [21 ]. This paper assumes the goal of
effective redesign through usability data collection.

On INTUITIVE we employed a combination of standards
[8], user testing in which end users were videotaped and
timed performing increasingly complex tasks on the toolset

under control conditions [17], and expert evaluation in the
form of Nielsen’s heuristic checklist [15] by HC1 expert
evaluators. All the techniques were applied to finished or
near-finished systems. This fnt communication compares
heuristic evaluation with end user testing.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Nieleen*s heuristics
Heuristic evaluation is intended to tind the usability
problems in a user interface design, in order to address
them during the iterative design cycle. Nielsen [15]
developed a set of heuristics to assess an interface
according to recognised usability principles, such as users’
language, consistency, minimizing memory load. He has

shown [14] that errors are found faster if evaluators are

experts in the domain or in user interaction, maximally if in
both. In principle, evaluators decide on their own how to
proceed with evaluating the interface, but it is
recommended that they go through the interface at least
twice. The first pass is to is to get a feel for the flow of the
interaction and the general scope of the system, the second
is to focus on specific interface aspects.

[n our case, we used five members of staff fi-om the HCI

design Centre at Ci~ University who were HCI experts, but
most of whom had very little knowledge of any specialist
aspects of information retrieval. The recommended
procedures were followed: after a familiarisation session
including demonstration and explanation, the evaluators did
a two pass supported walkthrough using a set of seven
increasingly complex information retrieval tasks, provided

by us. The evaluators worked at their own pace and the

whole session took a little over an hour, but no time limits
were applied.

End user testing
Both to obtain statistically valid data and because end users
need a structured session, the end user testing was of

necessity task based. We devised data access tasks of
increasing technical complexity. It has been widely

demonstrated that information retrieval is an iterative,

exploratory process [13; 1] so our experiments also tested
how easy it was for users to modifi and refine queries.

Twenty subjects, all undergraduate or postgraduate

students, took part in the study. After completing a

questionnaire on their level of computer, Microsofl,

database and SQL experience, and being shown a short
demonstration, each user was given a set of information
retrieval tasks using a personnel database. The first three

tasks required users to find straightforward information
from the database, and the remaining tasks involved
increasingly complex queries including zero results. Users
worked at their own pace for up to 30 minutes. They were

videotaped and asked to provide continuous verbal
commentary on their thoughts and actions, following the
protocol analysis procedure of Ericsson and Simon [7].
Each user then completed a satisfaction and usability

assessment questionnaire, rating such items as flexibility,

appeal, ease of avoiding and correcting errors, on 1-7
Likert scale. To elicit their post test memory of the task,
users were asked, without looking at the system, to describe
the steps needed to send a query to the database.

A de-briefing session was carried out for a sample of the
sessions. This provided an opportunity for the evaluation
facilitator to go through the usability problems the user had
encountered.

Both task-based and performance-based analyses were

performed on the quantitative data captured from the video
tapes, observations and memory test, which included time
taken to complete the tasks, number of tasks completed,
and those correctly answered, error frequency, number of
times user accessed help, and the task steps missed.
Statistical analysis is published elsewhere [20], this paper
concentrates on the tasks and implications for re-design.
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RESULTS

Cost+ffectiveness
The purpose ofthis research istohelp users to decide on
the most cost-effective way of evaluating their interface. It

is our contention that simply counting and matching errors

found throws little light either on the quality of the
interface or the quality of the evaluation technique. It
seemed worthwhile to investigate a little more deeply, to
attempt to categorise errors and then see whether the
different methods varied in their effect on the type of errors
found. We need to look at a number of factors, for
instance: clarifying the error count metric, the effort and

cost needed to achieve the results, any difference in support
for the developer attempting to cure the problems, and the
quality of the interface at the end of the operation.

The error-count metric
As a simple count, we note that five HC1 experts identified
86 usability problems, as against twenty end users who
enabled us to identi~ 38. However, the definition of

‘error’ is imprecise, both as expressed by expert evaluators
and as deduced (by investigators) from the end users’

videos and debriefing. Boundaries between ‘errors’ can be

fizzy and overlapping; one person’s stated error may
comprise several symptoms reported by others as separate
errors. Such a composite error would reduce the total count
(and therefore the apparent quality of the method) but

might actually throw more }ight on what caused the
symptoms. Also, we note that the 38 problems found by
end user testing were not a subset of the 86 heuristic errors,
so if there had been no user testing, many genuine
problems would have gone undetected. It is obvious too,
that the more errors there are in an interface, the more there

are to find - the important, and much harder, measure, is
how few the technique has missed.

Comparative coete

Approximate comparative costs are:

For heuristic evaluation a total of 33.5 hours; 6.25 hours

of (probably expensive to hire at consultancy rates)
expert time and 6.25 hours of evaluator (usability

professional) time taking detailed notes. Transcription
of the HCI experts comments and analysis took another
21 hours.

For end user testing a total of 125 hours; Twenty end
users, totalling 25 hours with a supporting 25 hours of
evaluator time, answering queries, taking notes and
monitoring the video camera plus 75 hours for

statistical analysis.

For the end user testing we would expect to use people who
would actually work on the final system, either clients or

employees, and would estimate that the 1.25 hours each of
them spent filling out questionnaires, performing the tasks

and debriefing were a minimum. Twenty end users,

totalling 25 hours with a supporting 25 hours of evaluator
time, answering queries, taking notes and monitoring the
video camera, could possibly be reduced which would also

reduce the 75 hours for statistical analysis. User-centred

design techniques [3] require that users should be aware of,
and committed to, new design, so this time should be
considered in that respect,

Ease of problem fixing
The complexity of fixing an error will depend on how
accurately it has been reported, how thoroughly the cause
has been understood, and on implementation factors, such as

whether it is a bug that can be fixed in the interface

software, a dependency on the environment or operating
system that needs a work round, or a fundamental design
flaw, Some errors may just go away with use - we could

define another characteristic, that is, the learnability of an
error. In general it is to be expected that HCI experts should
be better at accurate, thorough reporting and identifying
causes.

Effectiveness of problem fixing
The frequency with which an error is encountered seems to
have no correlation with the trouble it causes to the user.
Fixing as many usability problems as possible is all to the

good, but from the user’s point of view the quali~ of
improvement will also depend on the severity of the error.

An interface problem which produces the wrong answer, or
stops the user proceeding at all, is far more critical than one
which merely requires him to be more accurate with the

mouse, which is easily learnable. From the problems we

identified, the ‘Don’t know how...’ type is the most severe, it
results in the user stopping and asking for help, or

abandoning and restarting his task.
We therefore, as a rule of thumb, define the severity of a
user error as:

. High if the user could not continue without
external help, or performed the task wrongly.

. Medium if the user continued after pausing for a

significant time, or tried alternatives successfully.
● Low if the user continued with a pause for thought.

Problems encountered by end users but not found by
heurietic evaluation
Nielsen [15] claims that the heuristic method using HCI

experts will rapidly (by about five evaluators) find a high
percentage of all errors with an interface. However, in our
experiments, 39% (15/38) of usability problems identified

by end user testing were nof noted by the heuristic
evaluators. Note that there is a difference in the way we

quote the results for the two methods, this is because the
experts identi~ an interface error and predict that it will
cause user problems, whereas for end-users we identi$ the
symptom and then must infer the cause or more general
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problem. The experts are looking for causes of error and
predicting effects. The end users encounter effects, from
which we infer causes.

Table 1 includes task specific and Windows manipulation
problems shown by the users but missed by heuristic

evaluation. Figure numbers in the symptoms column link to
INTUITIVE task steps as defined above, navigating the

information space (Figure 1), query formatiotirefmement

(Figure 2), results presentation (Figure 3). Although the

precise symptom may not be illustrated the reader can link
the symptom to task step screen.

Symptom

Repeated re-
submission of
the same
query while
its results are
on the screen
(Fig 3).
Stuck OIS
creating query
(Fig 2).

Repeated
attempt to
delete query
clause
(Fig 2).
Can’t make
sense of
results
(Fig 3).
Repeated
mouse clicks
on Results
window
(Fig 3).
Can’t proceed
- stuck with
open dialogue
box
(Fig 2).

User
problem
1. Can’t relate
results to the
query.

2. Result set
of zero mis-
understood.
1. Don’t
know how to
constrain a
query.

2. Cont?rsed
by the
interface
feature (eg.
greyed out or
positional
item).
User model
assumes
delete
functionality.

Results
window
obscured.

Assumes
results
window is
interactive.

Dialogue box
not part of
user model.

6

6 (2)

r

6

r

1

2 Operating System

7
How Cause
severe
High Inadequate

feedback -
not flagged
as success.

High

T
High Inadequate

cues
provided.

High Non-
standard
use of
interface
features.

T
High System

lacks delete
function-
ality.

3=
High Screen

organ-
isation
confusing.

Low No system
error

faulty user
model.

1

Med I 0S2
function-
ality not
part of user
model.

Attempts to
interact with
the wrong
window
(Fig 3).
Missed
memdmenu
option hot
spot
(Fig 1,2).
Difficulty in
moving
window
(Fig 1,2,3).
Difficulty in
stretching
windows
sideways (Fig
1,2,3).
Dit%culty in
double-
clicking
(Fig 1,2).
Can’t view
scrollable
window
contents (Fig
3).
Difficulty in
closing
windows (Fig

Change of
window focus
dis-
orientating.

Manipulation

Manipulation

Manipulation

Manipulation

Don’t
understand
scroll bar
arrows.

Manipulation

1,2,3). -
able 1.Usabilityerrorsidentifiedby end use

evaluation.

Med

Low

Low

Low

Low

Med

Low

0s
function-
ality not
part of user
model.
OS feature.
Operation
diff]cuit,

OS feature.
Operation
difficult.

OS feature
operation
difticttlt.

OS feature.
Operation
ditllcuh.

OS feature.
Concept
difficult.

OS feature.

E
stingbut not by heuristic

Apart from Windows manipulation problems, which the
HCI experts using Nielsen’s heuristics probably regarded
as part of the environment and for which they were not

explicitly looking, the errors in this table are characterised

by the manner in which INTUITIVE failed to support users’
expectation of the task: poor cueing and feedback and lack
of expected functionality. The repeated submission error is
totally absent from the expert list, although it was very
widely encountered as well as being of high severity.
Indeed the uncovering of this problem alone would be
sufficient to justify the effort of an additional alternative to
heuristic evaluation. As for the next most severe - query
constraint - the experts did identifi something amiss but
did not predict the manner of the user problem.

Errors identified by HCI experts using heuristics and by
end users
h order to see what might have caused the HCI experts to

miss the errors in Table 1, it is instructive to compare a
small representative sample of the errors experienced by
users which were identified by at least 3 experts (Table 2).

These errors are less concerned with tusk performance and

more with the~earures of the interface.
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Error identified
by heuristic
evaluation

The query
window does not

provide a
complete view of

the query - only

one entity at a
time (Fig 2).

Menu
terminology
confusing
(Fig 1,2).

Attribute

selection
unpredictable
(Fig 2).

No of
experts

3

5

User
symptom

Attempts

to toggle

entities in
order to

see them
all at
once.

Wrong
menu
option

selected.

Wrong
hotspot

selection
in
attribute
list.

Repeated
right hand
side

selection
on
attribute
list.

No of
users

9

10

15

1

How
severe

High

High

High

Low

Table 2, Usability errors identified by user testing and by heuristic
evaluation,

Problems identified by heuristic evaluation but not by
user testing
From tables 1 and 2, and from the fact that the HCI experts
were using a heuristic checklist, we would expect that
errors identified by experts but not encountered by end
users would be less about the task and more concerned with

interface features. About 40’% (34 out of 86) of problems
identified by heuristic evaluators were not identified by end

users. Table 3 shows a subset of typical problems. Note
that there might have been many more of these but for a

preliminary demonstration given to end users. In order to
give the end users some understanding and confidence in
using the system, they were given a demonstration which
covered many of the aspects identified by the heuristic
evaluators as potential problem areas. These have been

excluded from the comparative data in this paper.

Error
identified by
heuristic
evaluation

No tltTOWS

indicating
the direction

of relations
(Fig 1,2),

Clicking on
text list un-
expectedly
produces a

pop up
menu (Fig

2).

Having
submitted
the query,
the user
should be
able to
cancel the

operation.

Reformulate
dialogue box
has no
cancel
option.

slow
response
time to

display
results (Fig

3).

Need to be
informed of
delay
information

during
database
search (not
after).

Can’t pick
out items in
the results
sets to

construct a

query (Fig
3)<

There
should be a
clean up
command.

Predicted
User
Problem

Relationship

between
entities not

fully
understood.

Clickable
items not
clearly
identifiable.

User model
assumes
query can be

cancelled.

User model
assumes
reform-
ulation can
be
cancelled.

user model

contised by
system

waiting.

Confusion
while
system
waiting and
may need to

cancel.

User model
infers
iterative
query.

General
expectation.

Freq

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

1

How
severe

High

Med

Med

Med

Med

Med

Med

Med

Heuristic
Icisuse

Predicted
user
model not
supported.

Non-
standard
interface
feature.

All
actions
should

have
undo.

All
actions
should
have
undo.

Immediate
feedback

to all

actions.

Immediate
feedback
and need
to cancel.

System
does not
support
user

model.

Missing
~JI
require-
ment.
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r No undos [ General [2 I Med I Missing I

I/cancels Iexpectation. u] -

available. require-
ment.

Help General 2 Med Missing

needed. expectation. UI
require-

ment,
Table3. UsabiliWenomidentified byheuristic evaluationbutnot by user
testing

The errors in Table3 awallgenuine interface faults and

should be corrected, even if there has as yet been no visible
user problem.

DISCUSSION

Advantages and disadvantages of heuristic evaluation
Whereas we can agree with a very large part of Nielsen’s
attitude to usability as described in Nielsen [15], we have
more difficulty with the implication that a distillation into
ten heuristics will act as an adequate guide to evaluators.
Heuristic evaluation does find usability problems that fail
HCI principles (e.g. lack of feedback, lack of visibility,
obscured visibility, and inappropriate terminology). It is
also supposed to find where the rusk flow is not simple and

naturaI, but this is much more difllcult in practice.

Nielsen implies that the number of usability errors found by

a set of evaluators using his method can usefully be quoted
as a proportion of all possible errors in the interface
(defined for the total of errors findable by his evaluators),
As mentioned above, 39% (15/38) of usability problems
identified by user testing evaluation were not identified by
heuristic evaluators, who totally missed at least one error
which if uncorrected, would certainly have caused

significant problems. We consider whether more or

different evaluators would have found more of the user
problems, whether the checklist could be improved,
whether different instructions (a different role) should have
been given to the evaluators, or whether the errors missed
are intrinsically unfindable by this method.

Heuristtc evaluation problems can be subjective
Heuristic evaluators identi~ usability problems which do
not comply with predefhted principles, but effectively they

are in the position of using their judgement to do this and
therefore it is a subjective process. Nielsen states that
novice users are poor evaluators, HCI experts are 1.8 times
as good, and domain and HCI experts 2.7 times as good.
Our evaluators were HCI experts and some were Windows
aware. They were not special ists in information retrieval
and so could misunderstand the task problem, inferring an

erroneous user model, For example, one heuristic

evaluator noted that there was no automatic selection (for

output) of constrained attributes, thereby implying that
there should be. However, once one actually thinks this

through, automatic attribute selection is not the best
solution for marry users’ tasks.

Heuristic evaluation problems are often not distinct
A recurring problem found in attempting to artalyse the
heuristic evaluators’ problems is that they are ofien non-
distinct. For example, three heuristic evaluators noted,

“there are little or no shortcuts available”, whereas a fourth

heuristic evaluator noted, “it would be handy to have a

shortcut for Query>Browse”. Is this one problem or two?
It is estimated that a good proportion of problems identified
were in fact subsets of other problems.

Observation vs. Immersion
Heuristic evaluators were, naturally, observing the interface
and were not absorbed in using the system to perform a

task. In contrast, end users were visibly absorbed, using
the system to perform specific tasks, The difference in
emphasis is one of the reasons why the heuristic evaluators
failed to identify some of the end users’ task based
problems (see Table 1).

We suggested similar tasks to the experts as were given in a
structured way to the end-users. However, because it is not

task based, Nielsen has no system for evaluating every
aspect of an interface for perfonrting complex tasks.
Heuristic evaluators usually carry out two passes on the

interface but they frequently explore new directions and

new tasks as they work and often go from a general
problem “feedback present but not always comprehensible”
to the specific “no feedback if user selects a relation, what
does this mean?”. This often means that the problems

identified are not matched to a specific task and can be
non-specific. The vaguer problems such as “system

doesn’t provide good recovery from errors”, “no active
guidance even at a simple level”, “cryptic error messages,

but the system doesn’t blame the user” all need to be
investigated further. It is possible that a better choice of
tasks would have helped. But the HCI experts using

heuristics and the end users were given the same tasks.

Terminology
Heuristic evaluators are not always precise in their
terminology. There was an interesting confusion between

help and feedback. One heuristic evaluator noted that

there was “not much online help, and it wasn’t context
sensitive”. In fact there was no online help, but there was
feedback which this evaluator interpreted as help.

Ths Heuristics checkllst
Itis difficult to know how far the heuristics guided the

evaluators, even though they were given a detailed synopsis

of the meaning of each heuristic.
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Completeness - Of the errors found by our HCI experts
using heuristics, relatively few were tagged against one of
the heuristics. Some heuristics were not mentioned

explicitly at all. It is possible that if the checklist is not

fully comprehensive, then by focusing in detail on one

aspect, attention is deflected away from another.

Evenness - The heuristics themselves are very varied in
level and precision. Some heuristics are simple and precise
(e.g. Provide feedback and Help/documentation), whereas

others are imprecise and diftlcult to check for completeness
(e.g. Prevent errors). Some problems can be missed

altogether, such as task related errors caused by the
operating system (see Table 1).

Advantages/disadvantages of user testing evaluation
User testing is good at assessing the system in action, at
identifying problems users experience while performing
real tasks. Of the six highest user severity errors (two of
which were amongst the most frequent errors) three were
completely missed by the expert evaluators, and two were
found by only one evaluator. However, observation of the

video data indicated that users (especially female ones)

tend to blame themselves rather than the interface, however
much one tells them that it is not they but the interface
being tested. Their post-test questionnaires are excessively
favorable. They do not explicitly criticise, the interface
problem must be inferred from the presenting symptom,
with additional verbal explanation provided if you’re lucky,
As they do not identify causes, it is not possible to predict
associated symptoms. User testing is uneven in operation
and will miss any feature not encountered in the tasks. It is
thus very dependent on the quality of the experimental

tasks. It found fewer errors at greater cost than heuristic

testing,

The fact that about 40?4. of all problems identified by
heuristic evaluators were not identified explicitly in our
user experiments suggests either a lack of thoroughness in
the composition of user tasks, that users learnt to perform

the task in spite of the interface error, or that the

manifestation of a predicted error was noted as something
different. It cannot be assumed that problems not found by
user testing are not problems. The likelihood is that they
will occur in use over extended periods. We look in more
detail at the errors the end users failed to find.

Absent or inadequate Checklist items
Users users don’t access help even if they are struggling.

Only 2 users (out of 20) tried to access the help button,
This may be because general experience of online help is
that it is not helpful.

Experts identified the lack of undo, cancel and clean up
facilities throughout the system. Although the specific

instances did not map precisely onto user actions, the
general inability to modifi and cancel the effect of actions
perceptibly worried users.

The HCI experts using Nielsen’s heuristics noted that
feedback was present but not always clear; again the
specific instances were not matched, but feedback problems
were encountered throughout user testing, indeed some of
the user errors, not identified by heuristic testing, were due
to inadequate feedback. Expert evaluators were good at

finding poor terminology and lack of clarity. These caused
users to stumble for a short time, but were then Ieamt, so
were not flagged as errors. However, they would cause
continuing irritation and possible errors over extended

periods of use, so must be identified and corrected.

Task specific interface problems
It is the proper purpose of heuristic evaluation to find task

specifics like the lack of directional arrows on relational
links. Although these gave no problems in the tasks
presented, they could be predicted to confuse the user task
model and cause problems with more complex tasks.

Users need information on the time to access the database
when submitting the query, not on return. This is the sort

of criticism that users just don’t voice, and is difficult to
infer, so it is unlikely that it would be picked up by

observing users alone.

All the items relating to query construction and
modification need to be arranged visibly and interactively
around the query window. Heuristic evaluators identified
lack of such screen organisation as a general problem.

Catching it by observing users would be time consuming,

because it is experienced as a series of sub-problems.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Although heuristic evaluation and user testing share the
same aim, that is, to identi~ the usability problems in a
system, the actual results produced by each technique are

quite different in kind. For example, observing users

showed that they frequently chose the wrong menu option
to move from the Navigator to a Query window, But we do
not know from observation alone whether this is on account
of poor menu terminology, disorientation due to moving
away from the Query window and searching the menu, or
for some other reason. Heuristic evaluation explicitly
stated that the terminology of the menu option in question
was unclear, noted that the menu is located too far away

from the query, and recommended that a button for this
task should be available on the Navigator in addition to the
menu option.

This suggests that one difference between the techniques is
that end user testing may indicate the symplom of the
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problem (i.e. the observed problem, for example, users

chose the wrong menu option), whereas heuristic testing
goes some way to identifying the cause of the problem (i.e.

the reason for the observed problem, for example, poor

terminology, loss of window focus), and furthermore can

suggest a possible solution the problem (i.e. provide a

button on the Navigator tool to deal with loss of window
foucs problem). We can cite another example. Heuristic

evaluation noted that only one entity’s constraints are
visible at any one time and that users need a view of the
whole query. End users were observed toggling entities,

the toggling activity enables users to view all of the query

components.

The point we wish to make is that observation alone gives

little information as to the cause of the problem, it deals
primarily with the symptom. Not understanding the

underlying cause has implications for re-design as a new
design may remove the original symptom, but if the
underlying cause remains, a different symptom may be
triggered. User testing fails to deal with the underlying

cause and is time consuming. Also, only simple tasks can

be given in a reasonable experimental time, and many
problems show up only in repeated or complex tasks.
Heuristic evaluation to some extent identifies the
underlying cause of the problem as the evaluator articulates
which parts of the design fail the principles and how. This
is particularly true when using HCI (as opposed to domain)
experts who should be aware of the underlying

psychology.

In summary, heuristic evaluation provides causal categories

so it can help analyse observed usability problems, but

observation of novices is still vital as many problems are a
consequence of the users’ knowledge, or lack of it, when
interacting with a system. Heuristic evaluators cannot
place themselves in users’ shoes, hence they miss errors.

It is a truism that lack of precision takes longer and costs
more. Usability testing is costly and time-consuming partly

because the techniques are so general. In order to fully

assess an interface it is necessary to use a variety of
techniques: there might be whole classes of error missed by

any one. But, by optimizing each evaluation technique to
focus on the aspects it does best, we hope to achieve better
interfaces more cheaply in less time.
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